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a

A simple, modiﬁed Metal–Organic Chemical Deposition (MOCD) method for Pt, PtRu and PtCo
nanoparticle deposition onto a variety of support materials, including C, SiC, B4C, LaB6, TiB2, TiN and
a ceramic/carbon nanoﬁber, is described. Pt deposition using Pt(acac)2 as a precursor is shown to occur
via a mixed solid/liquid/vapour precursor phase which results in a high Pt yield of 90–92% on the
support material. Pt and Pt alloy nanoparticles range 1.5–6.2 nm, and are well dispersed on all support
materials, in a one-step method, with a total catalyst preparation time of 10 hours (2.4–4 quicker
than conventional methods). The MOCD preparation method includes moderate temperatures of 350  C
in a tubular furnace with an inert gas supply at 2 bar, a high pressure (2–4 bar) compared to typical
MOCVD methods (0.02–10 mbar). Pt/C catalysts with Pt loadings of 20, 40 and 60 wt% were
synthesised, physically characterised, electrochemically characterised and compared to commercial Pt/C
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catalysts. TEM, XRD and ex situ EXAFS show similar Pt particle sizes and Pt particle shape identiﬁers,
namely the ratio of the third to ﬁrst Pt coordination numbers modelled from ex situ EXAFS, between the
MOCD prepared catalysts and commercial catalysts. Moreover, electrochemical characterisation of the
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Pt/C MOCD catalysts obtained ORR mass activities with a maximum of 428 A gPt1 at 0.9 V, which has
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similar mass activities to the commercial catalysts (80–160% compared to the commercial Pt/C catalysts).

Introduction
Platinum metal and alloy nanoparticles supported on high surface
area carbon (Pt/C and Pt-M/C) are the typical electrocatalysts used
for both the anode and cathode of the hydrogen polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell (PEMFC),1–6 as platinum is the most active
metal for the hydrogen oxidation (HOR on the anode)1,3,4 and
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oxygen reduction reactions (ORR on the cathode).2,4–6 Similarly, Pt/
C catalysts are used to catalyse the hydrogen evolution reaction
(HER)1,3,7,8 in PEM water electrolysers, as well as in electrochemical
hydrogen compressors which utilise the hydrogen oxidation and
evolution reactions to purify and compress hydrogen9 for fuel cell
electric vehicle re-fuelling stations. Furthermore, alternative Pt
support materials to carbon, in order to prevent the loss of Pt
surface area due to carbon corrosion causing dissolution/
agglomeration of Pt nanoparticles, is a prevalent research
topic.10–16 Additionally, strong metal support interactions (SMSIs)
between the Pt and alternative support materials have been shown
to increase the electrochemical activity of Pt through electronic,
charge transfer eﬀects.10,11,17–23
As the infrastructure for the hydrogen economy grows, due
to a recent emphasis on renewable, clean energy sources, so
does the need for large scale-up and optimisation of the Pt
nanoparticle synthesis method. Moreover, alternative support
materials require considerable eﬀorts to improve the Pt utilisation, conductivity, porosity, surface area and corrosion
resistance of the support24 in order to increase the commercialisation of these catalysts. Thus, a reliable, versatile and quick
Pt deposition method is desirable for the current, commonly
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used catalysts (Pt/C) as well as for Pt deposited on emerging
alternative support materials.
Wet chemistry methods, namely the sodium borohydride/
formate reduction14,15,25–28 and ethylene glycol reduction (polyol method)16,26,28–32 methods are the most commonly used
synthesis methods for supported Pt nanoparticle preparation.
However, these methods are time consuming (24–40 hours
per batch) and frequently involve ve steps, including (1)
impregnation with mixture of precursors to form a homogenous
mixture, (2) chemical reduction with a reducing agent, (3)
washing, (4) drying and (5) calcination/activation at temperature.28 An extensive washing step (3) is typically required with
large volumes of de-ionised water, as contaminants are le on
the catalyst surface, which may deactivate the catalyst.
Organometallic Chemical Vapour Deposition (OMCVD), also
known as Metal–Organic Vapour-Phase Epitaxy (MOVPE) or
Metal–Organic Chemical Vapour Deposition (MOCVD), is
a vacuum deposition method which produces a thin solid lm
on a substrate material by a chemical reaction of vapour-phase
metal–organic or organometallic precursors.33 The precursors
used in the CVD method dictate the naming of the technique, as
organometallic (OM-) compounds contain one or more chemical bonds between a metal and a carbon in an organic molecule
and metal–organic (MO-) compounds contain a chemical bond
between a metal and an organic ligand. CVD has many advantages over wet chemical methods since it is a one-stage process,
removing synthesis steps such as impregnation, washing,
drying and calcination/activation. Additionally, thin-lm platinum deposition using this method has been extensively
studied and shown to produce materials which show good
electrochemical properties for a range of electrochemical
devices.34–38
The procedure of a traditional OMCVD/MOCVD method of
metal deposition to a thin lm is performed by either the
injection of the vaporised precursor with an inert gas into
a reactor or a liquid delivery system of the precursor and
a solvent which is sprayed onto the substrate. Another method
of CVD involves the precursors' decomposition in the vapour
phase, contained in a reactor with an inert gas, allowing for the
metal to deposit on the surface of a substrate.39 Simply put, this
CVD mechanism consists of (1) a physical van der Waals
interaction between the precursor and the substrate, (2) excitation of the precursor by interactions with the atoms in the
substrate and through collisions with the surface or other
precursors, aer repeat collisions then suﬃcient energy is obtained to break chemical bonds in the precursor and (3)
chemisorption of the precursor reactive intermediates occurs
onto the surface of the substrate.40 The mean dissociation
energy required to break the metal–oxygen bond in a b-diketonate compound is 418–481 kJ mol1.41 Aer the production of
reactive intermediates, now absorbed to the surface, and
gaseous by-products, (4) further decomposition of the precursor
occurs40 followed by (5) surface diﬀusion to growth sites and
nucleation leading to lm formation.33 The remaining ligand
fragment by-products from the decomposition process then
desorb and are transported away from the deposition
substrate33 and out of the reactor.
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One experimental challenge of the OMCVD/MOCVD method,
particularly for scale-up to industrial scale, is the need for
a vacuum in order for the precursor to sublime or vaporise at
low temperatures. The OMCVD/MOCVD conditions typically
used are 0.02–10 mbar with temperature ranges of 100–
700  C.33–38 The necessity of low vacuum pressures requires
specialised equipment to achieve and maintain a vacuum
throughout the experiment, which creates practical diﬃculties.
One way to address this challenge is to increase the operating
pressure to higher pressures, such as atmospheric pressure or
above. One study by Kulbakov et al.42 describes a two-step nonisothermal decomposition of platinum acetylacetonate
(Pt(acac)2) at atmospheric pressure under air to prepare size
controlled Pt nanoparticles deposited on carbon which were
shown to be active for ethanol electro-oxidation.
This study describes the experimental setup and description
of a one-step metal–organic chemical deposition (MOCD)
method, wherein which Pt deposition, to form nanoparticles,
occurs from a mixed solid–liquid–vapour phase rather than
purely from the vapour phase. This system operates with a 2 bar
inert gas (operation pressure is between 4.6–15.3 bar if the
temperature and ligand pressure is included, assuming the
ideal gas law) at 350  C, with a total preparation time of 10
hours, to produce Pt and Pt alloy nanoparticles dispersed on
high surface area carbon and other support materials such as
carbides, a nitride, borides and carbon nanobers. Here, the
versatility of this MOCD method to deposit Pt nanoparticles on
carbon and on other support substrates is shown. Additionally,
direct physical and electrochemical comparisons for ORR in
acidic media will be made between Pt/C catalysts produced via
this MOCD method and commercially available Pt/C catalysts.

Experimental
Catalyst synthesis
In order to remove any surface contaminants, the reactor and
reactor end tubing were rinsed with 18.2 MU cm DI water (MilliQ) and acetone (AR Grade Kimix), then sonicated in DI water for
30 minutes and le to dry in an oven at 90  C for 1 hour.
Pt(acac)2 (97% Sigma-Aldrich), Ru(acac)2 (97% SigmaAldrich) and/or Co(acac)3 (98% Sigma-Aldrich) was physically
mixed with the desired support material. The support materials,
used as-received, were Vulcan XC-72R (ElectroChem, Inc.),
Silicon Carbide (NaBond Technologies Co., Ltd.),43 LaB6
(American Elements), TiB2 (US Research Nanomaterials),44,45
TiN (US Research Nanomaterials), ceramic/carbon nanober
(Stellenbosch Nanober Company).45 Boron carbide/graphite
composite (BC) (NaBond Technologies Co., Ltd.) was treated
with nitric acid to increase the number of nucleation sites10,11,43
and boron doped SiC (B:SiC) and boron doped B4C (B:B4C) were
synthesised in-house using adaptations of previously reported
carbothermal synthesis methods.46,47 Briey, the B:SiC and
B:B4C preparation involved either co-polymerisation or coprecipitation of carbon, boron and silicon precursors to yield
a solid homogenous precursor that was nely powdered using
a bead-mill and reduced to ceramic powders by heating in
argon.
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Aer mixing, by shaking (no drying or grinding), the desired
Pt(acac)2 (with Ru(acac)2 or Co(acac)3) mass with the support
material to produce a total catalyst mass, of the Pt and support
ignoring the acetylacetonate contribution, of 250 mg for the
8 cm3 (main reactor chamber is 4.2 cm in length with an inner
diameter of 1.6 cm) volume reactor, the precursors were placed
in the reactor48 and the reactor was placed into a tubular
furnace (Fig. 1). For the nanobers, these were placed into
a graphite weighing boat and the precursor was uniformly
distributed over the bers before being placed in the reactor
and then the reactor into the furnace. Argon was fed into the
reactor at a pressure of 2 bar, controlled by a pressure regulator,
at room temperature while the tubular furnace was ramped to
100  C in 30 minutes and held for 30 minutes at 100  C. This
initial temperature ramp and Ar purge removed the air from the
reactor, allowed for dynamic mixing of the precursors in the
reactor and also removed excess moisture from the precursors.
Aer the initial temperature ramp and hold (1 hour), the two
manual control valves, placed before (CV1-Fig. 1) and aer the
furnace (CV2-Fig. 1), were closed and the temperature of the
furnace was ramped to 350  C over 1 hour (4  C min1) and
held at 350  C for 2 hours. The reactor was then removed from
the furnace, while still closed and under Ar atmosphere, and le
to cool for at least 5 hours at room temperature and then placed
on ice for 20 minutes before opening and removing the synthesised catalyst. The cooling of the reactor under ice before
opening was a safety precaution as the catalyst, mostly when
synthesising PtRu catalysts, may spontaneously combust when
rst exposed to air. This is due to the initial surface oxidation/
passivation of Pt and Ru or oxidation of the acetylacetone
ligand, an exothermic process, which may provide enough heat
to combust a support material, particularly carbon. Thus,
cooling down of the reactor and catalyst under ice reduced the
reaction rate of the surface passivation or oxidation process.

Paper
Alternatively, passivation with humidied N2 at 70  C or dilute
O2 in N2 (humidied) could be used. When O2/N2 was used, the
O2 concentration was slowly increased from 5–20% and kept at
each combination for 10 minutes at room temperature.
The commercial Pt/C catalysts used in this study are 20 wt%
Pt/C (HiSPEC 3000, Alfa Aesar and Premetek Co.), 40 wt% Pt/C
(HiSPEC 4000, Alfa Aesar) and 60 wt% Pt/C (HiSPEC 9100,
Alfa Aesar).

Physical characterisation
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and diﬀerential thermal
analysis (DTA) carried out on a Mettler Toledo TGA/SDTA851
under air and under N2. Under air the temperature was
increased with a ramp rate of 5  C min1 from 20–800  C and
under the inert atmosphere (N2) the reactor conditions were
mimicked by using a ramp rate of 3  C min1 to 100  C then
a ramp rate of 4  C min1 to 350  C while measuring the
weight and temperature of the sample.
Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) was performed
on a Tecnai F20-FEI 200 kV + G2 electron microscope operating at 200 kV. Pt particle size was determined using an
average of at least 100 Pt particle diameters from TEM images
for each catalyst using ImageJ soware. X-ray diﬀraction
(Bruker D8 Advance Co Ka) was used to verify the Pt crystallite
size and ICP-OES (Varian 730 ES) to conrm the Pt loading on
the support.
Ex situ X-ray adsorption spectroscopy on the B18 line at the
diamond light source was used to investigate the morphology of
Pt on the surface of the support. The Pt L3 (11 564 eV) edge was
measured on the beamline which operated with a ring energy 3
GeV and at a current of 300 mA. The monochromator used
Si(111) crystals operating in Quick EXAFS (QEXAFS) mode. A
total of three spectra were averaged for each sample. The
measurements were collected using the ionization chambers in
transmission mode at 298 K. Calibration of the monochromator
was carried out at both edges using Pt foils. These catalysts were
prepared using boron nitride to bind pellets of the catalysts, the
pellets were then placed under a H2 atmosphere to reduce
surface oxides and all spectra were collected at room temperature. The absorption spectra were modelled with Demeter by
Bruce Ravel using Ifeﬃt by Matt Newville49 to solve the EXAFS
equation for the rst four Pt shell co-ordination shells, as
described by Frenkel et al.50

Electrochemical characterisation

Fig. 1 Image of reactor and furnace setup, under argon atmosphere
with a feed of 2 bar at room temperature, when heated to 350  C. The
manual control valves (CV1 and CV2) are open during purging (1 h)
and closed after initial purge. The quartz wool in the reactor outlet is to
contain the precursors in the reactor and a beaker ﬁlled with water on
the exit ﬂow is placed while ﬂowing Ar to monitor the gas ﬂow and
prevent air from entering the reactor.
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A glassy carbon (GC) electrode (Pine Instruments) with 5 mm
diameter was polished using 0.1, followed by 0.05 mm alumina
polish (Buehler) and sonicated for 1 minute in 18.2 MU cm
water (Millipore), 1 minute in isopropanol (VWR Chemicals)
and again in 18.2 MU cm water (Millipore). Catalyst inks for
RDE experiments were prepared with 5 mg of catalyst in 5 ml
18.2 MU cm water (Millipore) and 1.5 ml isopropanol (VWR
Chemicals), sonicated for 30 minutes, followed by 2 : 1 ratio of
carbon:Naon® using 20 wt% Naon® (Sigma Aldrich), and
sonicated for a further 45 minutes. Finally, 10 mL of the ink was
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placed on the GC electrode. The GC electrode was rotated at
700 rpm in air while the catalyst ink dried.
All glassware was cleaned in NOCHROMIX® and boiled 6
times in 18.2 MU cm water before testing. Electrochemical
characterisations were measured in 0.1 M HClO4 (Merck
Suprapur®) electrolyte solutions at room temperature and
atmospheric pressure in a three-electrode setup, utilising
a hydrogen reference electrode and gold counter electrode.
Cyclic voltammograms were measured in N2 (6.8 N purity, Air
Products BIP® Plus) saturated electrolytes. Electrochemical
cleaning cycles were rstly done with 50 cycles and a scan rate
of 100 mV s1 followed by 2 cycles at 20 mV s1 in the potential
range of 0.05–1.2 V vs. RHE. Linear sweep voltammetry was
then used to measure ORR activity in O2 (5.8 N purity Air
Products UltraPure Plus) saturated electrolyte with a potential
range of 0.01 to 1 V vs. RHE and a scan rate of 20 mV s1,
a rotation rate of 1600 rpm, for oxygen reduction activity the
anodic scan was reported aer iR and baseline corrections in
a N2 saturated electrolyte, as well as corrected for mass
transport limitations of the setup using the Koutecký–Levich
equation (eqn (1)).51 CO stripping voltammetry was used to
determine the electrochemically active surface area (ECSA),
the potential was held at 0.1 V vs. RHE for 20 minutes in pure
CO (BOC Gases) saturated electrolyte and 20 minutes in a N2
saturated 0.1 M HClO4 electrolyte, and cyclic voltammetry was
measured with a potential range of 0.05–1.2 V vs. RHE with
a scan rate of 20 mV s1.
1
¼
i

1
1
þ
id
ik

(1)

The Pt/C catalyst degradation studies were completed by
cycling between 0.6 and 1.0 V vs. RHE with a scan rate of 50 mV
s1 in 0.1 M HClO4 electrolyte solution for 6000 cycles at room
temperature, and periodically reverted to a cyclic voltammogram between 0.05 and 1.2 V vs. RHE with a scan rate of 20 mV
s1 to investigate the changes to the HUPD region. The reference
electrode used for the durability measurement was Hg/HgSO4
with a gold counter electrode.

Results and discussion
Experimental setup
Images of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1, here
a stainless-steel reactor48 with open-close valves (CV1/2) on
either side is placed into a tubular furnace. One end of the
reactor is lled with quartz wool, so the contents of the reactor
are contained in the reactor while argon ows through it. The
gas line exiting that end of the reactor is connected to one of the
open/close valves and then runs into a beaker of water to
monitor gas ow. The Pt precursor and support materials are
then loaded into the reactor, and the other end of the reactor is
connected to an argon line at 2 bar through another open/close
valve. The manual control valves are open during purging (1 h)
during the ramp to 100  C and hold at 100  C. Following the
initial purge period, the inlet and exit valves are closed and the
reactor is pressurised to 2 bar Ar.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020

The proposed mechanism of MOCD
The Pt(acac)2 precursor. Platinum(II) acetylacetonate
(Pt(acac)2), a metal–organic compound, is a precursor used for
the MOCVD method34 it is a part of the b-diketonate family
complexes, with the form M(CH3COCHCOCH3)2, where M is the
metal. In a vacuum, Pt(acac)2 has a low vaporisation temperature
of 180  C 39 and a decomposition temperature range of 210–
264  C.52,53
Vaporisation and melting point of Pt(acac)2. As noted in
‘Experimental setup’ section above, the inert atmosphere used
is argon at an initial pressure of 2 bar. At atmospheric pressure
the Pt(acac)2 precursor has a melting point of 250  C, this
melting point is not expected to vary signicantly over the
pressure range of 1–4.2 bar as the volume change is small
between solid and liquid phase. However, the Pt(acac)2 liquid
will also be in equilibrium with vapour, the extent of which will
depend on the loading of Pt(acac)2, the amount of decomposition, and the temperature. Using the ideal gas law equation, the
pressure of the argon at the operating temperature of 350  C is
4.2 bar. However, the presence of both Pt(acac)2 and (acac)
ligands in the vapour phase also adds to the pressure in the
reactor and this will be dependent on the Pt(acac)2 loading. The
Clausius–Clapeyron relation using constants reported for
Pt(acac)2 (eqn (2))52 determines the vaporisation temperature of
Pt(acac)2 to be 405  C at 4.2 bar of Pt(acac)2 and 197  C at 1
mbar, where the latter is similar to a reported value of 180  C
under vacuum.39
lnðPÞ ¼ 20:19 

12737
T

(2)

where P is pressure in atmospheres, T is temperature in kelvin,
constants (20.19 and 12 737) are reported for Pt(acac)2.52
Between 200–350  C, the vapourization pressure of Pt(acac)2 is
calculated to be 0.001–0.79 bar. The additional pressure due to
vaporised (acac) ligands ranges from 0.37–11.1 bar for 2–60 wt%
Pt catalysts, if all of the ligand vaporises and the ideal gas law is
assumed.
Decomposition temperature of Pt(acac)2. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and diﬀerential thermal analysis (DTA) on
Pt(acac)2 in N2 and air at atmospheric pressure is shown in
Fig. 2. The TGA analysis is used to estimate the decomposition
window of Pt(acac)2 to determine the minimum operating
temperature used in the furnace. The TGA under N2 simulates
the reactor conditions of inert atmosphere, with the same
temperature ramp rate and maximum reactor temperature, to
ensure full decomposition of the Pt(acac)2 in this environment.
The TGA response shows the decomposition window of
Pt(acac)2 to be between 200–320  C as the mass of the TGA
sample rapidly reduces in this temperature range. This
decomposition temperature range is in agreement with the
decomposition temperatures for Pt(acac)2 in the literature of
210–264  C.52,53 The TGA results in Fig. 2 also show the
decomposition temperature range is independent of atmosphere as the TGA response under air and N2 are similar, where
the N2 ramp rate mimics the reactor conditions. The DTA in
both atmospheres displays an endothermic response between
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Melting temperature (atmospheric pressure), vaporisation
pressure (200–350  C), decomposition temperature (atmospheric
pressure) of Pt(acac)2 and operating conditions of the setup
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Table 1

Transition stage

Value

Determination

Melting point
Vaporisation pressure
Decomposition
temperature
Operating conditions

250  C
0.001–0.79 bar
200–320  C

53
This worka
This workb

350  C, 4.6–15.3 bar

This work

a
b

Thermogravimetric analysis (top) and diﬀerential thermal
analysis (bottom) on Pt(acac)2 under air or N2. Under air: a temperature
ramp of 5  C min1 from 20–800  C; under N2: a ramp of 4  C min1
from 20–350  C.
Fig. 2

20–100  C and exothermic response from 200–320  C, attributed
to water evaporation and decomposition of Pt(acac)2, respectively. Both the water evaporation and Pt(acac)2 decomposition
in air have larger responses (approx. 7 times higher temperature
diﬀerential) than under an inert N2 atmosphere, indicating
more energy required for the endothermic reaction and more
heat produced during the exothermic decomposition reaction
in air. This diﬀerence in energy requirements between an inert
N2 atmosphere and air is attributed to the diﬀerences in the
thermal decomposition products, which will have diﬀerent
reaction energies, and these products vary between diﬀerent
atmospheres, previously investigated for O2 and H2 atmospheres.40,41 When H2 and O2 are used, they behave as coreactants. Under H2 the ligand is likely to decompose only to
H(acac), whilst O2 was shown to assist in the oxidation of the
ligand to diﬀerent fragments (H(acac), C2H4, CO, and other
CxHyOz compounds).40,41 For the inert N2 environment used in
this experiment, the decomposition products are not known,
however the reaction is not as exothermic so it is likely that the
ligand is not oxidised to a range of fragments as documented
for an O2 atmosphere.
The metal loading contribution from TGA is 44.1 wt%,
measured from the remaining mass, assumed to be Pt metal.
The Pt mass contribution is lower than the expected 46.3 wt% Pt
in Pt(acac)2 (shown in the dashed line, Fig. 2). The discrepancy
of 2% is attributed to water adsorption or other organic
impurities in the sample. Accordingly, since the furnace was
operated at 350  C in an Ar atmosphere, the Pt/C catalyst
produced is expected to be free from organic ligand
contamination.
Pt(acac)2 phase during deposition and mechanism. The
tabulated melting point, vaporisation pressure, decomposition
temperatures and operating conditions (Table 1) shows the
phase of Pt(acac)2 under the operating temperature and pressure of 350  C and 4.6–15.3 bar is diﬃcult to determine and
could be a mixture of solid, liquid, and vapour phases. The
relationship between phase diagram and the decomposition

19986 | RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 19982–19996

Calculated using the Clausius–Clapeyron relation in eqn (2).
Decomposition range from TGA under N2.

range is also shown in Fig. 3, it can be seen that the melting
point temperature of 250  C lies between the decomposition
range of 200–320  C. However, the vaporisation pressure of
0.001–0.79 bar (calculated from eqn (2) and shown in Fig. 3)
between 200–350  C, implies that an equilibrium between the
vapour and liquid phase may also exist under the operating
conditions. However, the partial pressure of the Pt(acac)2 is not
known and thus there is insuﬃcient evidence to determine if
the vapour phase is present. Therefore, chemical vapour deposition (CVD) of Pt(acac)2 under these conditions is also possible.
Following the temperature prole of the reactor on the phase
diagram in Fig. 3, the Pt(acac)2 may undergo decomposition in
all three phases (solid/liquid/vapour).
The proposed mechanism for the MOCD process (illustrated
in Fig. 4), whereby metal deposition occurs from the solid/
liquid/vapour phase to produce nanoparticles, is modied
from the CVD process. Additionally, the reactor is a closed
system whereby the precursors cannot be transported out of the
system. Firstly, the proposed mechanism consists of (1) a physical van der Waals interaction between the precursor and the

Fig. 3 Proposed Pt(acac)2 phase diagram, plotted with the decomposition range and temperature excursion of the reactor.
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Fig. 4 Proposed Pt(acac)2 deposition mechanism onto a support
material, starting with decomposition of Pt(acac)2, adsorption of Pt,
nucleation of Pt and ﬁnally, desorption of the acetyl acetone ligand.

substrate, (2) excitation of the precursor by interactions with the
atoms in the substrate from thermal energy until suﬃcient
energy is obtained to begin to break chemical bonds in the
precursor and (3) chemisorption of the precursor reactive
intermediates occurs onto the surface of the substrate. (4)
Further decomposition of the precursor reactive intermediates
is proposed to occur from the solid/liquid/vapour phase. (5)
Surface diﬀusion to growth sites and nucleation occurs,
however, the system is closed and thus some of the remaining
ligand fragment by-products will be transported away from the
substrate but some may remain. In contrast to the MOCVD
method, here it is proposed that some ligand fragments
(H(acac), C2H4, CO, and other CxHyOz compounds) either cap
the Pt nanoparticles to inhibit nanoparticle growth into Pt thin
lms or the ligand fragments adsorb onto the substrate and
inhibit Pt nanoparticle growth by blocking surface diﬀusion.
Versatility of the MOCD method. Pt was deposited using the
MOCD deposition method onto carbon, doped and undoped
SiC, LaB6, TiB2, doped and undoped B4C, TiN and a ceramiccarbon nanober (Fig. 5, 6 and Table 2), additionally, the
method was previously used by one of the authors to deposit Pt
onto Sb:SnO2.66 Moreover, PtRu/C and PtCo/C were synthesised
and reported. The Pt particle synthesised using the MOCD
deposition method were all well dispersed and consistently
obtained average Pt particle sizes of <7 nm for a wide range of
support materials, since Pt nanoparticle growth may be limited
by the presence of ligand fragments which inhibit large particle
growth or thin lm growth. The particle size distributions for
Pt/C MOCD prepared and commercial catalysts are shown in
Fig. 6G and H, respectively, while the particle size distributions
for the catalysts shown in Fig. 5, are displayed in Fig. S1.†
The Pt nanoparticle sizes reported of 2.1–2.6 nm, and
particle size distributions on carbon are similar to commercial
Pt/C catalysts of 2.4–2.7 nm (Fig. 6 and Table 3) and the similarities in physical properties are further discussed below
under, ‘Transmission electron microscopy and X-ray diﬀraction’. A range of Pt loadings on Pt/C were synthesised in order to
fully physically and electrochemically characterise the catalysts
and compare to commercial Pt/C catalysts.
The PtRu/C catalyst, typically used as anode catalysts for H2
PEMFCs or Direct Methanol Fuel Cells (DMFCs) due to their CO
tolerance, was synthesised using the MOCD process and
produced metal nanoparticles of 2 nm. These PtRu particle
sizes and particle size distributions are in line with previously
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reported values using the conventional impregnation method
with NaBH4.54,55 Further electrochemical characterisations of
PtRu/C catalysts using this method were previously reported by
some of us48 which showed the operating temperature was able
to control the degree of Pt–Ru alloying and PtRu particle size.
Moreover, PtCo/C, an active alloy for the oxygen reduction
reaction (the cathode reaction in H2 PEMFCs and DMFCs), was
synthesised with metal particle sizes of 1.5 nm, which is in line
and/or smaller than previously reported 1.2–6.6 nm PtCo/C
catalysts synthesised using diﬀerent methods. The diﬀerent
methods used to produce PtCo/C in these studies were
conventional impregnation with NaBH4 (ref. 56) and isopropanol57 as reducing agents, and a reverse micelle method58
which involved reduction of metal precursors with NaBH4 in the
presence of a surfactant, cosurfactant and oil phase. The PtCo/C
particle size distribution using the MOCD method is small,
spanning 0–3 nm, which is similar to PtCo/C particle sizes reported via the impregnation with isopropanol,57 but signicantly smaller than the PtCo/C particles produced via the
reverse micelle method (3–7 nm) and impregnation with NaBH4
(2–10 nm).58
The Pt nanoparticle sizes deposited on alternative support
materials in this work are smaller or similar to literature values
reported by other Pt deposition methods, with the exception of
Pt/TiB2. For the carbide support materials, Pt nanoparticle sizes
of 3–8 nm were previously reported for Pt/SiC, using the polyol16,60 and conventional impregnation methods (hypophosphite61 and lithium formate59 as reducing agents), which is
larger than reported in this work of 2.2–3.4 nm. The particle size
distribution using the MOCD method (Fig. S1†) is 2–5 nm,
which is comparable to literature.16 Moreover, Pt/BC and Pt/
B:B4C catalysts in this work obtain 2.3–3.4 nm Pt nanoparticles
(particle size distributions between 1–4 nm for Pt/BC and 1–
7 nm for Pt/B:B4C), of similar range to 1.6–4.7 nm reported in
literature of Pt particles prepared by the polyol method29 and
reduction of Pt(NH3)2(NO2)2 precursor in H2.62 The ORR activities for the Pt/BC catalysts were reported to show similar Pt
particles and shapes to commercial Pt/C catalysts, but with
signicantly higher ORR activities, due to electronic metal–
support interactions.10,11
Previous studies on boride support materials reported Pt
particle sizes of 3.4 nm for Pt/TiB2,12 prepared by a colloidal
method, which is smaller than the Pt particle size reported in
this work of 6.2 nm, likewise, the particle size distribution reported was smaller (1–6 nm) than reported in this work of 2–
11 nm. However, to our knowledge Pt/LaB6 catalysts have not yet
been reported in literature, using the MOCD method, the
average particle size is 5.8 nm (Table 2), with a particle size
distribution of 2–11 nm (Fig. S1†). Furthermore, Pt/TiN presented in this work (average of 3.9 nm and particle size distribution of 0–8 nm) is akin to literature of 3.0–6.2 nm, prepared
by the polyol63,64 and colloidal methods.65 Reported Pt sizes of
2.9–3 nm for Pt/Sb:SnO2 in literature, from particles prepared
using the polyol method67 and modied impregnation with
NaBH4,68 are similar to Pt nanoparticles reported using the
MOCD method.66
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Transmission Electron Microscope images of diﬀerent Pt and Pt alloy nanoparticles deposited onto diﬀerent support materials (as
indicated on each image) using the MOCD deposition mechanism.

Fig. 5

Finally, Pt was deposited on a ceramic-carbon nanober
support material yielding Pt particle sizes of 2.2 nm, which are
comparable to some literature values of 2.0–3.0 nm using

19988 | RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 19982–19996

modied polyol methods.69,70 The particle size distribution
using the MOCD method is narrower (0–4 nm) than reported in
literature by the modied polyol method (0–6 nm).69
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Transmission Electron Microscope images of MOCD prepared catalysts (A) 20 wt% Pt/C, (B) 40 wt% Pt/C, (C) 60 wt% Pt/C, and
commercial catalysts (D) 20 wt% Pt/C, (E) 40 wt% Pt/C, (F) 60 wt% Pt/C, (G) MOCD Pt/C catalyst particle size distribution and (H) commercial Pt/C
catalyst particle size distribution.

Fig. 6

Characterisation of MOCD Pt/C catalysts
Transmission electron microscopy and X-ray diﬀraction.
Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) and X-Ray Diﬀraction
(XRD) is used to determine the platinum particle size and
crystallite size, respectively. Table 3 reports the TEM Pt particle
size and Pt crystallite size measured using the Scherrer equation
from XRD diﬀraction patterns. The crystallite size (Table 3) is
consistently larger than TEM particle sizes due to the lower

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020

detection limit of XRD of 2–2.5 nm, so particle sizes smaller
than 2 nm are not identied.71 The Pt particle and crystallite size
of the metal–organic chemical deposition (MOCD) prepared Pt/
C catalysts remains constant within statistical error at 2.7 nm
(TEM) and 3.7 nm (XRD), as the platinum loading increases
from 20–60 wt%. This similarity between particle size distribution and Pt loading on the MOCD catalysts is also observed in
Fig. 6G, as the 20, 40 and 60 wt% MOCD prepared catalysts have
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Table 2 Metal loading of Pt/Pt alloy on each support material and particle size measured from TEM images for Pt/Pt alloy catalysts synthesised
using the MOCD deposition method with a comparison to reported literature Pt/Pt alloy particle sizes

Catalyst

Metal loading/wt%

MOCD TEM particle
size/nm

Literature reference Pt-M particle size/nm

Pt/C
PtRu/C
PtCo/C
Pt/SiC
Pt/B:SiC
Pt/LaB6
Pt/TiB2
Pt/BC
Pt/B:B4C
Pt/TiN
Pt/Sb:SnO2
Pt/NF

20–60
50
40
2
10
8
8
3–13
2
8
5–20
16

2.6–2.7
2.0  0.4
1.5  0.4
2.2  0.6
3.4  0.6
5.8  1.8
6.2  2.0
2.3–2.910
3.4  1.0
3.9  1.2
2.3–3.466
2.2  0.7

2.1–2.6a
1.7–4.3 (ref. 54 and 55)
1.2–6.6 (ref. 56–58)
3.0–8.0 (ref. 16, 59–61)
3.0–8.0 (ref. 16, 59–61)
—
3.4 (ref. 12)
1.6–4.7 (ref. 29 and 62)
1.6–4.7 (ref. 29 and 62)
3.0–6.2 (ref. 63–65)
2.9–3.0 (ref. 67 and 68)
2.0–3.0 (ref. 69 and 70)

a

Commercial Pt/C catalysts used as a reference for MOCD Pt/C catalysts.

very similar particle size distributions. The average Pt particle
size measured from TEM on the Pt/C commercial catalysts is
2.4 nm and is independent of Pt loading. However, the Pt
crystallite sizes on the commercial catalysts show an increase in
Pt nanoparticle size as the Pt loading increases. The discrepancy
in particle size and crystallite size on the commercial catalysts
indicates a wide range of platinum particle sizes and inconstant
deposition of these Pt particles which was not present in the
TEM images. Furthermore, Fig. 7 displays the XRD patterns for
the Pt/C commercial and MOCD prepared catalysts, the inset for
Fig. 7A shows the Pt(111) peaks are similar for all MOCD catalysts with diﬀerent Pt loadings while the inset of Fig. 7B shows
the Pt(111) peaks are Pt loading dependant. As the Pt loading
increases, the commercial catalysts' Pt(111) peak becomes
narrower indicating larger Pt particle sizes, as represented in
the reported Pt crystallite sizes (Table 3). This relationship is
also observed in the particle size distributions (Fig. 6H),
however, the MOCD prepared and commercial Pt/C catalysts'
particle size distributions are within the range of 1–6 nm
(compare Fig. 6G and H).
These XRD crystallite sizes may be compared to previously
reported Pt/C catalysts using the MOCD method by some of the
authors,72 Pt crystallite sizes of 3.4–4.6 nm for 20, 40 and 60 wt%
Pt/C catalysts were reported, which are similar to the XRD

Table 3 TEM particle size and XRD crystallite sizes of MOCD prepared
and commercial Pt/C catalysts, with varied platinum loadings

Catalyst

TEM particle
size/nm

MOCD 20 wt% Pt/C
MOCD 40 wt% Pt/C
MOCD 60 wt% Pt/C
Commercial 20 wt% Pt/C
Commercial 40 wt% Pt/C
Commercial 60 wt% Pt/C

2.6
2.6
2.7
2.1
2.7
2.4

 0.6
 0.5
 0.6
 0.5
 0.7
 0.7

19990 | RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 19982–19996

XRD crystallite
size/nm
3.67  0.3
3.60  0.1
4.08  0.2
3.37  0.2
3.49  0.2
5.83  0.6

crystallite sizes shown here of 3.6–4.1 nm. This indicates good
reproducibility of the technique between batches when using
the MOCD method for Pt deposition.
One issue observed with the MOCVD method is carbon
contamination of the metal thin lm layers by the fragments of
the ligand during deposition.40 In order to conrm that carbon
was not a signicant contaminant in the Pt nanoparticles
produced by the MOCD method, the Pt d-spacing as determined
by XRD, was compared to the commercial Pt/C catalysts (Table
S1†). This shows that the MOCD prepared Pt/C catalysts have dspacing's of 1.38–1.39 
A which is the same as the commercial
catalysts, thus carbon is likely not incorporated into the Pt
lattice and not a contaminant in the prepared Pt nanoparticles.
Platinum catalyst yield using MOCD method. The Pt loading
on the catalysts (mPt, product) was determined by ICP-OES and the
yield is determined by eqn (3), where mPt from Pt(acac)2 is the Pt
weight in the Pt(acac)2 precursor placed into the reactor. The
calculated yield (Table 4) is 88–90%, demonstrating the high
utilisation of the Pt precursor. This high utilisation and yield
are likely due to the solid/liquid deposition phases, as less
catalyst is lost in the vapour phase and deposited on the walls of
the reactor. Additionally, less catalyst is lost compared to the
traditional wet chemistry method as fewer steps are required,
which reduces contact losses, and no washing steps are
required, reducing losses on and through the lter paper.
Moreover (as seen in Fig. 2), an additional loss of 2 wt% in
expected Pt loading due to precursor impurities or water is reported, thus the actual Pt yield is closer to 90–92%. The
remaining Pt could have deposited on the walls of the reactor or
this loss is from error in the ICP-OES measurement.
Yield ¼

mPt; product
mPt from PtðacacÞ2

(3)

Ex situ X-ray absorption spectroscopy. Pt L3 Ex situ Extended
X-ray Absorption Fine Structure (EXAFS) was used to provide
further insight regarding morphology of the supported Pt
particles. EXAFS was collected for the 20 wt%, 40 wt% and
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Fig. 7 X-ray diﬀraction patterns of the (A) 20, 40 and 60 wt% Pt/C MOCD catalysts and (B) 20, 40 and 60 wt% Pt/C commercial catalysts, showing

the carbon (002) and Pt(111), (200), (220), (311) and (222) peaks with an inset of Pt(111) for each set of catalysts.

Table 4 The intended and measured Pt loading on the carbon
support, used to determine the Pt yield for the MOCD method

Catalyst

Measured Pt
Intended Pt loading/wt% loading/wt% Yield/%

MOCD 20 wt% Pt/C 20
MOCD 40 wt% Pt/C 40
MOCD 60 wt% Pt/C 60

17.7
35.9
53.5

88.4
89.7
89.2

60 wt% Pt/C MOCD and commercial catalysts (Fig. S2†). The
rst to fourth coordination numbers (N1–N4) for each of the
catalysts are shown in Table S2–S4.† The rst shell coordination
number is strongly related to the average particle size50 and this
trend is reected in the data, as the Pt particle sizes on the
MOCD catalysts are slightly larger than the commercial catalysts, the N1 is also larger for these catalysts. The ratio of the
third to rst coordination number is also an indication of
particle shape.73 The N3/N1 ratios are similar, between 0.93 and
1.2, for both the MOCD prepared and commercial catalysts,
indicating similar particle shapes.
Electrochemical characterisation. The electrochemical
characterisations of the MOCD and commercial catalysts done
were CO stripping voltammetry (Fig. S4†) to determine the ECSA
and ORR activities (Table 5) where measured using the rotating

disc electrode. The ORR activities were normalised for mass
transport limitations (eqn (1)), mass and specic surface area.
The Tafel plots from ORR specic activities are shown in Fig. 8,
and ORR LSVs are reported in Fig. S3.† The ECSA and ORR mass
activity (0.9 V RHE, 0.1 M HClO4) of the 40 wt% Pt/C commercial
(HiSPEC 4000) is benchmarked in literature as 49 m2 g1 and
359  14 A gPt1,74 respectively, which is similar to the values
reported in this work for the same commercial catalyst of 52 m2
g1 and 328  43 A gPt11. The ECSAs of all of the Pt/C catalysts, commercial and MOCD prepared, fall between the expected region for 2–5 nm Pt particle sizes.75
Pt particle size has a signicant eﬀect on the ORR activity as
larger Pt particle sizes are more active for ORR due to the shape
dependence of the Pt facets and edges ratio, with larger particles
having a greater proportion of surface area associated with the
more ORR active facets. This leads to an increase in specic
activity but lower mass activity as the Pt utilisation is decreased
with increasing Pt particle size72,76 at 0.9 V. Additionally, the Pt
loading eﬀects the H2O2 desorption–readsorption reaction
mechanism during the ORR,72 thus low Pt loading catalysts will
produce more H2O2 (two electron process) than higher loadings. The particle size and Pt loading eﬀects are prevalent in the
ORR mass and specic activities between catalysts with the
same Pt loading reported in Table 5. The 40 wt% Pt/C MOCD
catalyst has a higher ECSA which indicates smaller Pt particle

Table 5 Electrochemically active surface area (ECSA) measured from CO stripping voltammetry, ORR mass activity and ORR speciﬁc activity at
0.9 V vs. RHE for the MOCD and commercial catalysts, error bars from three electrodes and electrochemical characterisations. ORR activity
measured in O2 saturated 0.1 M HClO4 electrolyte at room temperature with a scan rate of 20 mV s1 and baseline corrected in N2 saturated
0.1 M HClO4

Catalyst

ECSA/m2 gPt1

Mass activity/A gPt1

MOCD 20 wt% Pt/C
MOCD 40 wt% Pt/C
MOCD 60 wt% Pt/C
Commercial 20 wt% Pt/C
Commercial 40 wt% Pt/C
Commercial 60 wt% Pt/C

75.4  3.2
62.7  0.5
42.6  0.8
76.6  3.6
52.2  3.2
65.8  3.3

426
339
206
271
328
256
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 33
 52
 19
 36
 43
 15

Specic activity/mA cmPt1
564  26
541  78
485  52
354  46
627  66
390  29
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Fig. 8 Tafel plots of ORR speciﬁc activity for (A) 20 wt%, (B) 40 wt% and (C) 60 wt% MOCD and commercial Pt/C catalysts (HiSPEC 3000 for
20 wt% Pt/C) measured in O2 saturated 0.1 M HClO4 electrolyte at room temperature with a scan rate of 20 mV s1.

sizes, leading to a comparably higher mass activity and lower
specic activity compared to the commercial 40 wt% Pt/C
catalyst. Likewise, the ECSA of the 60 wt% Pt/C MOCD catalyst
is lower than the commercial 60 wt% Pt/C catalyst which indicates larger Pt particle sizes, leading to a comparably lower
mass activity and higher specic activity compared to the
commercial 60 wt% Pt/C catalyst. The 20 wt% catalysts,
however, deviate from this trend as the 20 wt% Pt/C MOCD
prepared catalyst has higher mass and specic ORR activities
compared to the 20 wt% Pt/C commercial catalyst, likely due to
the low loading and small Pt particle sizes of the commercial
catalyst leading to production of hydrogen peroxide, favouring
the two electron oxygen reduction mechanism over the
preferred four electron reduction mechanism.72 An electrochemical characterisation with a second commercial catalyst
(20 wt% Pt/C from Premetek Co.) reported in Table S5,†
demonstrates similar ORR activities between the 20 wt% MOCD
prepared and 20 wt% Pt/C (Premetek Co.). The CO Stripping
voltammograms (Fig. S4†) for the 20 wt% catalysts also show
similarities in peak height and position between the 20 wt%
MOCD prepared and 20 wt% Pt/C Premetek Co. catalyst, indicating similar particle sizes and Pt facets. Finally, the Tafel plots
of the diﬀerent Pt loadings for the MOCD prepared and

19992 | RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 19982–19996

commercial catalysts reported in Fig. 8 show similar ORR
specic activities between the MOCD and commercial catalysts,
with the exception of 20 wt% Pt/C commercial since the MOCD
catalyst has a signicantly higher activity.
Table 6 reports the comparison between the Pt/C MOCD
prepared catalysts and commercial catalysts, showing the ORR
mass activities and specic activities of the MOCD catalysts
range 80–157% and 86–159% of the commercial catalysts'
activity, respectively. Therefore, it can be seen that this simple
one-step MOCD method can be used to produce electrochemically active Pt/C catalysts which perform similarly to or better
than commercial Pt/C catalysts for oxygen reduction.

Comparison between ECSAs, ORR mass activity and ORR
speciﬁc activity at 0.9 V vs. RHE between the MOCD and commercial
catalysts

Table 6

Catalyst

ECSAMOCD
=%
ECSACommercial

im; MOCD
=%
im; Commercial

ik;

ik;

20 wt% Pt/C
40 wt% Pt/C
60 wt% Pt/C

98.4
120
64.7

157
103
80.4

159
86.3
124

MOCD

Commercial

=%
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Additionally, the durability aer potential cycling from 0.6–
1.0 V (displayed in Fig. S5†), shows similar ECSAs between the
MOCD and commercial Pt/C catalysts aer 6000 cycles. The
potential range of 0.6–1 V isolates the Pt chemical and electrochemical stability,77 indicating further that the Pt/C MOCD and
commercial catalysts are similar in chemical and electrochemical response.
Moreover, the versatility and reproducibility of the MOCD
method allows for novel Pt catalysts and electrocatalysts to be
developed in a simple and reliable manner.

Conclusion
The experimental setup and method of the MOCD catalyst
preparation is described, utilising a stainless steel reactor in
a tubular furnace. The operating temperature of the furnace is
350  C and argon gas is fed into the reactor with a pressure of 2
bar at room temperature, which results in an operating pressure
of 4.6–15.3 bar, if the ideal gas law is assumed and the additional ligand pressure is included. This Pt deposition method is
advantageous since it is an ergonomic, one-step method,
compared to wet chemistry which is typically ve steps. The
MOCD method may also be easily scaled up to larger reactors
and batch sizes. Additionally, the use of Pt(acac)2 as a precursor
does not introduce chloride species into the procedure, which
may act as a contaminant in the nal Pt/C product.
The experimental setup and deposition method is modied from the MOCVD/OMCVD method wherein which deposition occurs from the vapour phase under vacuum in order to
produce Pt thin-lms on a substrate. By operating under
higher pressure rather than a vacuum and in a closed reactor
the Pt(acac)2 precursor will decompose from a mixture of
solid/liquid/vapour phases. In contrast to the MOCVD/
OMCVD method, small well dispersed Pt nanoparticles with
particle sizes of 1.5–6.2 nm are prepared. It is postulated that
Pt(acac)2 decomposition and deposition from the liquid and
vapour phases allows for the good dispersion on the support
material.
A mechanism is proposed for the MOCD process, this
consists of (1) a physical van der Waals interaction between the
precursor and the substrate, (2) excitation of the precursor by
interactions with the atoms in the substrate and thermal energy
until suﬃcient energy is obtained to break chemical bonds in
the precursor and (3) chemisorption of the precursor reactive
intermediates onto the surface of the substrate. (4) Decomposition and adsorption of the precursor reactive intermediates
from the solid/liquid/vapour phase. (5) Surface diﬀusion to
growth sites and nucleation occurs. Since the system is closed,
the remaining ligand fragment by-products cannot be transported away from the substrate as they would be in traditional
MOCVD. Here in the MOCD method, it is proposed that ligand
fragments (H(acac), C2H4, CO, and other CxHyOz compounds)
either cap the Pt nanoparticles to inhibit nanoparticle growth or
the ligand fragments adsorb onto the substrate and inhibit Pt
nanoparticle growth by blocking surface diﬀusion.
The MOCD deposition method was used to deposit Pt
nanoparticles onto a range of support materials, specically
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carbon, silicon carbide (doped and undoped), boron carbide
(doped and undoped), lanthanum hexaboride, titanium
diboride, titanium nitride and a ceramic/carbon nanober.
Furthermore, a Pt alloy catalysts were also prepared and all
MOCD prepared catalysts produced well dispersed Pt/Pt alloy
nanoparticle sizes (1.5–6.2 nm) similar to commercial catalysts and to other literature for Pt supported on alternative
materials (carbides, borides, nitrides etc.). Thus, the exibility
of the MOCD technique is demonstrated to prepare, in a onestep method, a number of Pt and Pt alloy catalysts supported
on various materials with a reliable nanoparticle size range.
The reproducibility of the MOCD technique is shown in the
number of diﬀerent supported Pt/Pt alloy catalysts produced
by the technique, which have similar Pt particle sizes, particle
size distributions and particle shapes. Additionally, the crystallite sizes of Pt/C catalysts are consistent with previously
reported work by some of the authors, indicating reproducibility between batches.
Three Pt/C catalysts with diﬀerent Pt loadings of 20, 40 and
60 wt% were physically and electrochemically characterised and
compared to commercial Pt/C catalysts with similar loadings. A
high Pt yield of 90–92% of the nominal loading was found for
the Pt/C MOCD synthesised catalysts, demonstrating that little
precursor is lost during preparation method. While slight
diﬀerences in Pt particle sizes were observed from TEM and
XRD between the MOCD and commercial catalysts, both sets of
Pt catalysts' average particle size ranged from 2–3 nm. The rst
coordination number modelled from ex situ EXAFS was
predominantly inuenced by the Pt particle size and resembled
this in slightly larger rst coordination numbers for Pt/C catalysts with larger Pt nanoparticle sizes. Additionally, a shape
identier from ex situ EXAFS, the ratio of the third to rst Pt
coordination numbers, demonstrated that the MOCD prepared
and commercial Pt/C catalyst were similar in shape. ORR mass
activities and specic activities reported are 200–430 A gPt1 and
485–565 mA cmPt1, respectively, for the MOCD catalysts which
equates to 80–160% of the ORR mass and specic activities
measured on the commercial catalysts. These ORR activities
demonstrate that the MOCD Pt deposition technique produces
well dispersed, electrochemically active Pt catalysts which are
comparable to commercial standards.
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